Court Review Instructions
(09/04/2015)

1. Documents that are filed will first appear in “Court Review” for the clerk to review. A
single submission may include one or more documents. Action taken in Court Review is
taken on the submission as a whole.
2. To review new filings, select “Approve Filings”. The number in parentheses (249) is the
number of submissions assigned to the user that are awaiting approval. (There will need
to be a clerk with Admin Clerk rights to review submissions in the “Approve Filings”
bucket to ensure that each submission is assigned to a user. If the submission is not
assigned, they will need to assign it.)

3. When a submission comes into Court Review, if it is a submission that will be creating a
case in FullCourt, there will be no Case Number or Case Title. If it is a document being
filed on an existing case, then the Case Number and Case Title will appear. See example
below.

4. To view the submission, click on the Tracking # associated with it.

5. The information in the submission will be displayed.
a. Any notes from the filer will be displayed at the top of the screen along with the
name and organization of the filer.
b. This is the Case Type and Subtype that the filer selected when creating the
transmission. It will be used in FullCourt for case creation.
c. Changing the “ROA Security” to “sealed” will seal the ROA entry for that specific
document in FullCourt. Changing the “Security” to “sealed” will seal the
document itself in FullCourt.
d. To view a document, hit the “View” icon next to it.
e. “Edit Data and Party Match” icon is selected on new case filings to match parties
in FullCourt.
f. The total amount for the filing will be listed. If for some reason the case type is
changed or any other change is made that will affect the amount of the “Total
Charge:” then the clerk will need to select the “Validate Filing” button to reset
the amount due.
g. If the document is automatically set up to go into a queue, you will see it listed
under the “Send to Queue’s” section. If you want to manually push the
submission to a queue, you can do so here as well. (The example below shows
that the submission will be routed to the Proposed Orders queue for a judges
review.)
h. If there is a party that should receive the courtesy emails, and that party has an
e-filing account, but is not a participant on the case, the clerk can add them
under “Service List Recipients” by selecting the icon next to it. That party will
only receive courtesy emails for this particular submission.
i. Any notes entered in the “Notes” box will be forwarded with the submission to
the queue and also back to the attorney in their notifications.
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6. View each document to verify that the document attached matches the document
description.
If your court does not utilize the FullCourt Imaging system – On the KPC Information
Sheet document, the clerk will need to change the “Security” setting on that document to
“sealed”. This will seal the document in FullCourt.

7. Select the “Edit Data and Party Match” icon. The party names that were added by the
filer will appear. Select the party that you want to attempt to party match.

8. All of the party detail will be displayed. Select the “Verify” button.

This will bring in a list of possible matches with parties in FullCourt. If there is a party
that meets the criteria to match, select the radio button next to their name. The party
number for that party will be added as the “FullCourt Pin:” number. Select “Save”.

9. After matching parties, select “Next”. DO NOT select “Back” at this point. Changes will
only be saved if the “Next” button is selected here.

10. Verify that the amount for filing is correct. If the Case Type is changed in Court Review,
be sure to select the “Validate Filing” button to assess the new amounts.
If the filer is submitting a document that has a filing fee that should be charged, but they
select a document type that does not assess the fee, it may be necessary to reject the
filing with instructions to select the correct document type.

11. If the documents filed will require additional work, for example, a hearing needs to be
set up in FullCourt, or a signature is required, then the submission can be forwarded to a
“queue” to work on later. The documents in the example below are pre-set to be
forwarded to the “Proposed Order” queue for the judge to sign. If you would like the
documents to go to a work queue, such as the “Clerk Task” queue so that you can work
on it later, you would select the “Send To Queue After Approval” button, select the
queue you want it set to in the “Post Submission to:” dropdown, select the person you
want it assigned to within the queue in the “Assign to:” dropdown. If you don’t want
the entry to appear in the queue until a certain date, enter that date in the “for review
on:” dropdown. Select the “Add” button.

Clerk Tasks

12. The queue’s where documents are to be routed upon approval are listed.
Clerk Tasks

Clerk Tasks

The different queue’s and their purpose are as follows:
Clerk Tasks – Send submissions to this queue that need to be worked on later. For
example, a hearing needs to be set up in FullCourt or warrant information needs to be
updated. Once the additional task has been deleted, this queue entry can be marked as
complete or deleted from the queue.
Clerk’s Signature – Submissions are usually auto-routed to this queue when a signature
page with the clerk’s signature needs to be added to a document. Garnishment Orders,
Clerk’s Extension of Time, and Subpoena’s are automatically routed to this queue.
Court Reporter – A request for transcript can be forwarded to this queue. If the court
reporter has an e-filing account, they can access this queue to retrieve the request.
Judicial Review – Send submissions to this queue that the judge needs to review.
Proposed Orders – Submissions are usually auto-routed to this queue when a proposed
order is filed that requires the judges signature. Once the judge signs the proposed
order, it will pass back through Court Review for approval of the final order which will
affix the time stamp to the signed order and put the image in FullCourt.
13. OPTIONS TO PROCEED:
A. APPROVE THE SUBMISSION
1. If you wish to approve the submission, select the “Approve” radio button and
select the “Approve Filing” button at the bottom. Notes added in the “Note:”
field will be forwarded to queue entries and back to the filer in their notification.
The case will be created and file stamped images added within FullCourt.
Notification of approval will be sent to the filer.

B. REJECT THE SUBMISSION
1. If you wish to reject the submission, select the “Reject” radio button and select
the “Reject Filing” button at the bottom. The reason for the rejection should be
added in the “Note:” field. This will be forwarded to the filer in their notification
as the reason for rejection. When rejecting a submission, ALL documents within
the submission are rejected back to the filer. No queue entries are made and
nothing gets file stamped. Notification of the rejection will be sent to the filer.

C. REASSIGN THE SUBMISSION
1. If you want another clerk to review the submission prior to making a decision as
to whether to accept or reject it, it can be reassigned by selecting a user from
the “Reassign To:” dropdown. Then select the “Reassign Filing” button at the
bottom. Any notes added in the “Note:” field when reassigning the submission
will be forwarded to the new user assigned to the submission as a “Note from
Court” but will not send to the filer. Any notes added to this field when the
submission is approved, does go to the filer.

